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5

Abstract6

Characterizing users based on their requirements and forming groups among providers7

accordingly to deliver them the stronger quality of service is a challenge for federated grid8

community. Federated grid computing allows providers to behave cooperatively to ensure9

required utility by users. Grouping grid providers under such an environment thus enhance10

the possibility of more jobs executed whereas a single provider or organization might not be11

able to do the same. In this paper, we propose an agent-based iterative Contract Net Protocol12

which supports in building federated grid via negotiating distributed providers. The main13

focus of this paper is to minimize the number of iterations using a grouping mechanism.14

Minimizing the number of iterations would produce less communication overhead which15

results in the minimum queue waiting time for users to publish their jobs. Simulation results16

further ensure the feasibility of our approach in terms of profit and resource utilization17

compared to that of the traditional non-grouped market.18

19

Index terms— grid computing, agent technology, economic model, group formation.20

1 Introduction21

rid computing is a special kind of network that connects distributed computer resources (such as clusters,22
supercomputers, and datasets) to provide stronger computation power as well as data warehouse over the Internet23
in order to solve computationally intensive problems (such as drug design, investigate material properties and24
weather forecasting). These resources are typically owned by different owners and driven by different rules and25
policies. Economic models such as Contract Net Protocol (CNP) [1], Double Auction [2], and Commodity market26
[3] are found suitable in harnessing these distributed resources over different ownership. Recently federated grid27
has emerged as a new approach that supports coordination of resources through grouping mechanism in order to28
optimize users quality of service (QoS) (i.e. resource availability, reliability, performance etc.) [4], [5]. However,29
autonomous coordination of distributed resources is essential to achieve perceived utility by users. However,30
extreme heterogeneity, dynamic nature, and different ownership of these resources impose challenges to do that.31

Agent technology in computer science is well known due to their autonomous actions in making decisions and32
capability of interacting (such as cooperate, coordinate and negotiate) with other agents like other social beings.33
Due to the development and application of agent technologies, a surge of interest has been focused on agent-34
oriented methodologies and modeling techniques. The reason for including agents in grid computing is that grid35
computing and agent systems have similar objectives. Both aim to achieve ”large-scale open distributed systems,36
capable to effectively and dynamically deploy and redeploy resources as required, to solve computationally37
complex problems” [6]. Similarly, agents representing different grid providers can interact with each other and38
form groups or teams in order to meet their respective goals (e.g. meeting users QoS, earning profit etc.).39
However, differentiating among QoS (i.e. typically represented by user’s preference values on QoS), and forming40
groups accordingly to meet their demands are open issues in this field.41

In this paper, we study how to characterize different users in terms of their varied utility demands and budget42
constraints. Perceive different utility is important in order to deliver stronger QoS. In addition, we study how43
to map appropriate groups with received users to enhance system efficiency (e.g. better profit and resource44
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2 RELATED WORK

utilization). We propose an agent-based iterated CNP (iCNP) where agents representing users and providers are45
autonomous to interacting each other and both appear with their respective requests and offers. iCNP allows46
multi-round iterative bidding. In general, under such an economic model, a manager (user) issues/publish the47
initial call for proposal (cfp)/ resource demand. The contractors (providers) then evaluate the proposal and48
propose their bids. The manager then accepts one or more of the bids or may iterate the process by issuing a49
revised cfp. However, escaping from one round and then waiting for the next round to resubmit the request may50
cause a long queue waiting time in a large-scale framework which is typically comprised of thousands of users51
and providers such as grid. Hence, in this paper, we further focus on how to treat a user in a better way from the52
first round by incorporating grouping mechanism and thus to minimize the number of iterations. Minimize the53
number of iterations prevents users from the uncertainty to best treat their values and reduces communication54
delay dramatically since negotiation with users as well as G II.55

2 Related Work56

Chao et al. [4] proposed for grouping grid nodes in terms of nodes’ own desires to optimize resource allocation57
problem. They grouped-up according to compatible users and providers based on catallaxy-based market though58
how they defined different criteria to do this is not clear. In addition, they conducted the simulation with 10059
agents (50 users and 50 providers) but what impact it would have if they conducted the simulation with varying60
the number of users and providers is not taken into account. We conduct our simulation with thousands of users61
and a varying number of users and providers.62

CNP has been used in a cluster environment to optimize utility for users [1]. They have compared the63
performance of CNP and traditional Round Robin Protocol (RRP) in terms of different job arrival rates and64
show the advancement of CNP over RRP in terms of utility and computational cost. They have conducted65
their simulation by incorporating two scenarios; firstly, the scenario that accommodates all the mono-thematic66
applications (similar kind of applications) and secondly, which accommodates heterogeneous tasks. However, in67
our work, we focus on iCNP and characterize users in terms of their preferences, such that they can be efficiently68
evaluated.69

Goswami adopts [7] CNP to deal with resource heterogeneity and proposes two resource selection policies. One70
is K-time optimization policy, in which users are sorted in ascending order in terms of their proposed deadlines71
of finishing their jobs. Another one is, K-cost optimization policy, in which users are sorted in terms of their72
budgets, they are willing to pay. The value of K refers to whether to switch from K-time to Kcost or not and73
vice versa. The drawback of this system is, though the failed users have the chance to reannounce/revise their74
cfp, they still resubmit their cfp without changing anything (e.g. increase budget or reduce QoS). Hence, the75
probability of accepting revised cfp would be decreasing and produce high communication overhead. We change76
cfp over iterations which maximize to successful SLA establishment in each round.77

An agent-based Content Distributed Grid (CDG) is proposed to form VOs [5]. The concept of CDG is78
borrowed from Content Distributed Network (CDN) in where all the servers are co-operative to each other and79
belong to the same organization. The CDG is different to the point that all the resources under grid computing80
are competitive and belong to different owners. Hence, they propose an economic approach to motivate grid81
providers such that they can be cooperative in contributing their resources in order to maximize utility for users.82
The failed users can re-negotiate with providers based on their revised cfp and this can happen over a certain83
number of iterations. However, under which condition how many iterations it may have to allow users re-negotiate84
is not discussed. If the number of iterations is very low, some users might lose their chance to re-negotiate or85
if it is very high, it might produce high communication delay. We allow the auction to be continued until there86
are at least one potential user and one potential provider in the market which guarantees all the users making87
deal with providers. In addition, our grouping strategy helped to minimize iterations while ensuring best treat88
the users.89

Ranjan et al. [8] proposed CNP-based negotiation for meta-scheduling resources in federated grids. Their90
proposed SLA-based approach is designed to satisfy users by maintaining their job deadlines as well as allows91
providers to control over their resources. Users in their system are allowed to iterate the negotiation process if92
they fail in a particular round. However, how users revise their cfps is not discussed. Hence, accepting revised cfp93
becomes harder, since the providers keep the resource cost constant throughout an experiment. There could be94
another way of revising cfp, that is, minimizing resource requirements rather than maximizing budget but it may95
not be applicable to a group of users who define a resource as their optimization. Our group-based optimization96
strategy minimized the occurring of revising cfp and thus decreased the chance of generating such unexpected97
scenarios.98

An enhanced ant colony algorithm combining the technique of Ant Colony System and Mix Ant System for99
job scheduling for grid computing is proposed in [9]. The proposed algorithm also contains the concept of agent100
for the purpose of updating the grid resource table.101

Laizhi Wei et al. [10] proposed an improved ant algorithm for Grid task scheduling strategy with a new sort102
of pheromone and node distribution selection rule. The proposed algorithm can measure the performance of103
resources and tag on it. By dealing with the unsuccessful situations of task scheduling, unnecessary overhead of104
the system is reduced that results in shortening the total time requirement of a complete task. Sonal Yadav et al.105
[11] proposed a cost based job grouping and scheduling algorithm that will be beneficial to both user and resource106
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broker. Before allocating resources the algorithms groups the users job which results improved communication107
to computation ratio and utilization of available resources.108

among providers requires huge communication process. We group providers based on their resource The109
authors of [12] have proposed a grouping based job scheduling algorithm that uses priority queue and hybrid110
algorithm to maximize the resource utilization Year 2 018111

3 ( ) E112

© 2018 Global Journals and minimize processing time of the jobs. By considering static restrictions and dynamic113
parameters of jobs and machines the algorithm selects the best suitable machine for user’s job.114

4 III.115

5 System Model116

We model our framework (Figure 1) with three types of agents, which are user-agent, provider-agent and traffic-117
agent. Each type of agents is programmed in a way so that it can try its maximum to reach an agreement118
(Service Level Agreement) while interacting with other agents. We use iCNP as the interaction protocol. Since it119
is iterative, agents in our model can optimize their goals through renegotiation. Details on iCNP are described in120
the following section. The three types of agents in our system try to reach the following individual goal: Type 1121
(User-agents): Try to optimize the preferred values (e.g. storage, budget) as defined by the corresponding users,122
Type 2 (Provider-agent):Aims to receive more users so that they can maximize their profit, Type 3 (Traffic-agent):123
Is designed to receive and evaluate users’ request and finally switch to the appropriate groups.124

Therefore, it is clear that each type of agents has its own task to accomplish. However, in this work, we only125
consider users requests (jobs) as tasks. Such a task-oriented domain can be defined as,126

6 <T, A, C>127

Where T refers to the set of all tasks. Here the number of tasks (subsets) is equal to the number of users.128
A=({A 1 ,?,A u }, {A 1 ,?,A p }, A t ) is the set of participating agents. Au, Ap, and At refer the user-agent,129

provider-agent and traffic agent. Again, A u ? A, A p ? A, and t are always 1. C refers to the cost of executing130
a particular task. Now, we describe different types of agents in terms of their activity.131

7 a) User-Agent132

In our model, a user-agent is represented by A u where â?”?uâ?”?> 0 and can be any arbitrary number. Each133
A u is set by a few resource requirements, budget, deadline, and preferred optimization. This is called ”call for134
proposal (cfp)” and given by,cfp u = {R, B, D, Pref}135

However, in this work, we set an A u only with resource requirements (storage and processors) R, budget B136
and preferred value Pref. The preferred value can be either in resources or budget. The role of an A u is to137
try optimizing its Pref while considering other associated constraints. Hence, an A u can easily be characterized138
based on its cfp u . User-characterization is mandatory to deliver stronger service. In our work, we consider four139
different ways to differentiate users. Firstly, the users set processing as their preferences. In addition, respective140
budgets are relaxed, that is, willingly to pay whatever price providers impose on cfp. An A u can perceive its141
preference value automatically based on resource requirements. Hence, a cfp u can be re-written as, cfp u =142
{CPUs ? predefined CPUs and storage < predefined storage, B(relaxed), D, CPU} Secondly, the users set storage143
as their preferences. In this case, the budgets are relaxed as well. Similarly, an Au can perceive its optimization144
entity by using the following cfp u , cfp u = {CPUs < predefined CPUs and storage ? predefined storage,145
B(relaxed), D, storage} Thirdly, the users come with cost optimization. This is recognized by the following cfp u146
, cfp u = {CPUs < predefined CPUs and storage < predefined storage, B, D, cost} Finally, the users set combined147
optimization as their preferences, which means, they want more resources with lower costs. This type of cfp u148
can be defined as,cfp u =149

8 {CPUs ? predefined CPUs and storage ? predefined storage,150

B, D, combined}151

Characterizing users in terms of their cfp would help grid providers to treat them better than might otherwise152
be expected. However, this characterization can be extended in a few more ways (such as both of resources153
optimization with relaxed budget). We have left either ways for our future work. We use different ranges for154
different resource requirements in order to dynamically set thousands of users. The average values of the ranges155
are considered as predefined resources. Please note that if an Au fails in a particular iteration, it revises its cfp156
u for the following iteration by increasing its budget until the budget reaches its maximum value. The next step157
of an Au is interacting with traffic-agent.158
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9 b) Traffic-Agent159

A traffic-agent is represented by A t . Only one A t is designed to deal with all A u. At first, it receives cfp u160
from an A u . Then it evaluates the cfp u and detects the preference value. After that, it evaluates appropriate161
group in order to better serve the user. Details on grouping are described in Section 2.3. Finally, it switches162
the A u to the appropriate group which is designed to treat the user best. Hence, it is crucial for an A t to163
determine appropriate groups of users otherwise it may cause some extra iterations which ultimately increases164
communication overhead.165

10 c) Provider-Agent166

A provider-agent is represented by A p . Where, â?”?pâ?”?> 0 and can be any arbitrary number. An A p is167
designed with resource availability and prices for the unit amount of resource consumption. Details on pricing168
are explained in the Economic model section. In this paper, we focus on the provider side. Therefore, we169
concentrate on provider strategy rather than user strategy. Although providers in grid computing are known170
to be self-interested, they can save costs by coordinating their activities among themselves. In a multi-agent171
paradigm, such a grouping activity is known as characteristic function game (CFG). In such games, the value of172
each group G is given by a characteristic function v G . Hence, providers can be grouped in several possible ways173
based on v G . This is called group structure (GS). So, for any group, we can say G ? GS.174

We assume that providers are aware of the demand curve (a market trend on resource demand) and all available175
cases users can be characterized on. Based on this, all the providers under our federated grid automatically form176
into four different groups based on their resource availability. Groups are presented here in terms of their set of177
characteristic functions: v G =1: {processors ? predefined processors and disk-space < predefined disk-space}178
v G =2: {processors < predefined processors and disk-space ? predefined disk-space} v G =3: {processors <179
predefined processors and disk-space < predefined disk-space} v G =4: {processors ? predefined processors and180
disk-space ? predefined disk-space} Here, each G is formed to better treat its corresponding cfp u . For example,181
G1 (group1) is designed with that provider who are able to supply more processing power and thus to deliver182
stronger quality to type1 cfp u . However, grouping in our model occurs prior to serving a particular cfp u rather183
than after receiving the cfp u . The reason for this is to prevent users from waiting while forming groups over184
distributed domains. In addition, this would increase the probability of receiving more users by a particular G.185

For each G, there is a group correspondent (typically the first provider), who initiates dealing with a cfp u186
and negotiates with other providers within that G if requires. However, G formation in any CFG needs to satisfy187
the following facts; Group structure generation: Formation of groups by the agents such that agents within each188
group coordinate their activities, but agents do not coordinate between groups. Typically, this generation occurs189
superadditively, which is, any G of agents is best off by Year 2 018190

11 ( ) E191

© 2018 Global Journals merging into one. This can be explained in terms of the utility function,UtilityA1?A2 ?192
UtilityA1 + UtilityA2193

For all disjoint agents A1, A2 ? A. The utility function of an agent A for a deal ? in order to accomplish a194
task T can be defined as,UtilityA (?) = C (TA) -costA (?)195

Where C (TA) refers to the cost originally assigned to the agent A to accomplish the task T and costA (?) is196
the cost spends to process the deal. The agents presented here are all A p and the utility function is restricted197
to G generation.198

However, in many cases, G formation may not be super-additive since there are some costs (such as199
communication cost, security cost) to G formation process itself. Therefore, under costly computation, component200
grouping within a single provider or organization may be better off by not forming a composite grouping with201
different providers. However, in case of grid computing, most cases, a single provider is not able to meet large-202
scale resource requirements. Again, due to large-scale resources trading, associated costs would be less in most203
cases. Optimization of the group: Here, a particular G’s objective is to maximize monetary value, that is, to204
maximize the utility value in combination. This can be achieved by increasing the money received from users205
or decreasing the cost of using resources. Payoff division: It divides the generated solution among the provider-206
agents of a particular G. The division should be in a fair and stable way so that the agents are motivated to stay207
with the G rather than move out of it. In our model, the solution of a particular G is divided into the providers208
according to the number of resources they have shared.209

i. Group migration Though each cfp u is supposed to receive in its respective G which is appropriate to treat210
that cfp u , the corresponding A u can still be migrated to another G, if the designed G becomes unable to211
deliver the resource demands. Under a federated grid, this migration policy would increase the system efficiency,212
since it tries its maximum to treat a user well. However, there are some restrictions to migrate a cfp u from one213
G to another. As aforementioned, we are focusing on provider side; hence, we have used some strategies over214
migration so that the system can produce a better payoff.215

Please note that all strategies of migrating a cfp u from one G to another is subject to unavailable resources216
with the G it is migrating from. Strategy 1: From providers’ point of view, G1 and G2 users receive priority than217
others, since these users come with a relaxed budget. Hence, G1 and G2 users are allowed migrate to G3 and218
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G4 at any iteration while iCNP. Strategy 2: G3 and G4 users are allowed migrate to G1 and G2 at all iterations219
except the first since the budgets of G3 and G4 users are not relaxed and thus get less priority by providers.220
This is done such that in the first iteration providers can receive more users with relaxed budget and thus to221
maximize profit.222

However, our model supports to define a migration policy by a particular group G in either way about when223
to migrate and migrate to which.224

12 IV.225

13 Implementation226

We established a simulation environment and implemented the proposed model using a crossplatform multi-agent227
programmable modeling environment known as Netlogo [13], [14]. We choose Netlogo because:228

? Netlogo is a FIFA (Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agent) conformant platform [15]. We implemented229
FIFA conformant iCNP (Iterated Contract Net Protocol) which is an extension of the basic CNP, but it differs by230
allowing multi-round iterative bidding [16]. iCNP supports optimizing a particular user’s request by negotiating231
distributed providers. In such a model (Figure 2) a user is called a manager who issues an initial cfp. Providers232
are known as contractors, who then response with their bids and the manager may then accept one or more of233
the bids, the others, or may iterate the process by issuing a revised cfp. However, the number of iterations can234
be based on a time period or potential users (who can still maximize their budgets) and providers (who can still235
serve at least one standard user). We consider that the iteration continues until there are a potential user and236
a potential group. Though using our approach seems to increase number of iterations and thus communication237
overhead, the approach is more consistent in grid perspective and using our grouping strategy, number of iterations238
could be decreased. In our case, a group G receives a cfp via the traffic-agent (A t ) with the guarantee that the239
group G receives the correct cfp. However, evaluating a particular cfp would be different, if a particular group G240
receives the cfp from another group G (migration) rather than the traffic-agent (A t ).241

14 b) Bidding policy242

In our system, each user comes with a band of budgets, which are minimum budget and maximum budget the243
user is willing to pay. Typically, an A u (useragent) corresponding to a user starts bidding from its minimum244
budget to the maximum budget over iterations if it can establish the SLA. The bidding in our mechanism follows245
linear increment. Though we are not focusing on user-strategy, we would like to change userbid over iterations246
rather than linearly in future. If an A u is unable to establish its SLA even after reaching its maximum budget,247
it will be considered as a failed job. Resources requested by an A u are priced by A p (provider-agent) using the248
unit price of each particular resource. These unit prices do not change over iterations. However, in future, we249
would like to change the prices based on supply and demand. The cost C of a task, T requested by a particular250
A u can be formalized as follows:251

Where m refers to the resource type requested by A u . Typically, this can be storage, CPU, and memory.252
However, we conduct our simulation only with storage and CPU. n is the total number of resource types, Req m253
means required resource amount of type m P m is the unit price (e.g. price/GB storage) for type m. This is a254
function of a particular provider A p255

15 c) Optimize user-defined preferences in the groupbased256

federated grid257

In our implementation, we distinguished userdefined preferences in two ways. One is resource optimization which258
includes optimization for storage and CPU and another one is budget optimization. As we are using group-based259
strategy, it is easier to optimize a particular resource type, since typically a group only receives cfp with those260
preferences which the group is specialized for. For example, if a user’s preference is storage, he goes under group261
2, since the group is comprised of those providers who have more storage power. Therefore, the optimization of a262
particular resource is done via negotiating different providers within a particular group. Hence, a task may have263
to be shared by several providers. A large-scale task can be shared as the following steps: ? Task decomposition:264
involves decomposing large task into subtasks. The task decomposition is typically done by the dispatcher.265

? Task allocation: refers to assigning the subtasks into different providers.266
? Task accomplishment: is the completion of the subtasks by the respectively dedicated providers, which could267

further include decomposition and subtasks assignment.268
? Result synthesis: includes passing the results from different providers to the corresponding provider (usually269

who initiates the negotiation). The corresponding provider then composes the results and passes it to the user.270

16 V. Simulation Results and Evaluation271

We conduct our simulations according to the resource configuration presented in Table ??. Column 1 of Table ??272
represents different parameters that a user and a provider use to set their agents. In our simulation environment,273
one can accommodate a large number of users as well as providers. To set this large number of users and providers274
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with different requests and offers, we use ranges of values so that each participant can select a value from its275
respective range. All users’ requests are set using the Column 2 ranges and all providers’ offers are set using the276
Column 3 ranges automatically. Since, the provider agents do not change their resource prices over iterations;277
we use only a single range to define a resource unit price. The first range [1][2][3][4][5] is used to refer to the278
price for 1 GB storage and the second range [10][11][12][13][14][15][16] ??17] ??18] ??19] ??20] is used to refer279
to the price for the processor of 1 MIPS (Million Instructions Per Second) capacity. The deadline parameter280
might not be consistent in case of simulation and so we are not using time parameter to pricing resource cost281
(e.g. $3/MIPS/hour). In addition, we assume concurrent arrival of different requests and offers.282

17 Table 1: Resource configuration a) Evaluation criteria283

In the Netlogo framework, three different results can be obtained based on the interaction of A u (useragent) and284
A p (provider-agent). The first result describes the job rejection rate for an A p . Job rejection occurs due to285
scenarios such as disagreement of resource prices or unavailability of resources. This rate is calculated using two286
parameters -the total number of rejected jobs (J rejected and the total number of requested jobs (J requested287
). The job rejection rate is assumed to range from 0 to 1. The job rejection rate, R rate , is given by: We288
conduct our experiment with 5000 users and 250 providers and results are compared between group-based iCNP289
and traditional iCNP. The traditional approach is, using iCNP without applying our groupbased strategies. At290
first, we compare these two approaches in terms of job rejection rate. Job rejected rate is plotted in terms of a291
number of interactions between users and providers (requests).292

Figure ?? demonstrates the job rejection rate patterns between the two approaches. The horizontal axis293
describes the number of interactions between users and providers and the vertical axis shows the rate. The294
number of interactions is more than the total number of the user, since the protocol is iterative, which allows295
failed users re-interact to providers.296

18 Fig. 3: Job rejection rate comparison297

However, in terms of a number of interactions, our group-based approach outperforms than the traditional298
one, since a high number of interactions would require high communication process, which degrades system299
performance and keep failed users waiting for the following rounds. Our group-based optimization strategy helps300
to minimize the number of interactions by switching to appropriate groups based on users’ optimizations. Even301
though the traditional approach uses optimization policy, because of not using characterizing jobs and grouping302
strategy, any provider can receive any job, which minimizes the probability to meet a job requirement by a single303
provider. The parallel trend of a particular rejection rate with the horizontal axis refers to accepting jobs and304
keeps the rejection rate constant. For the group-based approach, initially, the rejection rate fluctuates to 0.5. This305
happens due to rejecting a few jobs in the beginning. Then it abruptly goes down due to starting accepting jobs306
and almost keeps constant. At the end, some jobs are rejected. This might occur due to unavailable resources or307
the users reach their maximum budgets without getting their SLAs established. The second result demonstrates308
the total revenue earned by a provider or a group. It sums only the prices of the accepted jobs. Hence, the total309
revenue, Erev, is: Where l denotes the executed job number, j denotes a total number of executed jobs and M i310
defines agreed price (between a user and a provider) for the l th executed job. For revenue as well group-based311
approach performs better than the traditional (Figure ??). The variation in a number of interactions can be312
explained in a similar way as aforementioned. For revenue, it is an upward trend except while rejecting jobs.313
During rejection the trend keeps constant. For group-based approach, the trend is almost straight, which means314
jobs are accepted smoothly without many iterations. On the other hand, the trend for traditional approach starts315
off increasing (accepting jobs) smoothly, then after 5000 interactions (i.e. first round finished by dealing with316
5000 users), it stops moving up (rejecting jobs) and gradually going up through a couple of iterations. In the317
end, for both cases system receives no revenue. The third output illustrates how the resources on provider side318
are utilized. In this paper, we consider the utilization of storage and CPU. The percentage of utilization, ?? ??319
for a resource of type m by a provider A p can be calculated by using the following formula:320

For resource utilization, we obtain similar patterns for both disk space and processors. Hence, we explain321
the utilization for disk space only (Figure ??). The simulation pattern illustrates the utilization pattern for 250322
providers (along x-axis). Unlikely in the group-based approach, traditional approach does not share resources323
between providers. Hence, a chance to utilize more resources by a single provider decreases. For example, if324
a provider is unable to fulfill a user’s requirements, the provider has to reject the job, since the provider does325
not support sharing resources with other providers. On the other hand, in our group-based approach, even if a326
provider is unable to fulfill a user’s requirements, the provider still can communicate with Year 2 018327
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Example 1: Resource Optimization. Figure ?? shows the throughput of provider-provider negotiation within330

group-4 to optimize storage. Due to unavailable resources, user 247 is migrated from group-2 to group-4. 40% of331
the user’s storage demand is met by provider-6 and rest 60% is shared by provider-8. Provider-4 is the group-4332
correspondent here.333
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Example 2: Budget Optimization. Figure ?? presents the budget optimization process within group-3. Though334
provider-4 and provider-6, both accept user 204’s cfp, user 204 awarded provider-6, since provider-6’s asking bid335
was less than that of provider-4. Please note that provider-6 is appeared in both groups, this is because of336
taking the two shots from different simulations. In practically, one provider cannot exist within different groups.337
The illustrations presented in this paper with the resource configuration in a way such that ”supply is equal to338
demand”. However, we conduct simulations with such other scenarios, which are ”supply is greater than demand”339
and ”supply is less than demand”. Table ??: Scenario based comparison between group-based federated grid340
(GFD) and traditional grid (TG) For all three cases, we use the resource configuration according to Table ??.341
Table ?? demonstrates that our group-based approach outperforms in most cases than the traditional approach.342
The group-based approach consumes less simulation time, produce less number of iterations, and even rejects343
fewer jobs in all three scenarios except when supply is greater than demand. Due to more supply compared to344
demand, the chance of accepting jobs by traditional provider increases. other providers within the group and345
share resources. Hence, the chance of accepting jobs and thus utilization resources increases. For group-based346
approach, most of the providers achieve maximum utilization (100%) and a few of them are unable to utilize any347
resources. Typically, these providers are dedicated to optimize budget constraint by users and propose highest348
resource cost. Hence, it becomes hard to optimize budget by these providers and could not able to utilize any349
resources. However, the traditional grid providers could contribute their resources in a group-based federated350
grid, since the chance of utilizing maximum resources is higher in the group-based system than the traditional one.351
For the traditional approach, the trend is scatted across the figure, which implies the adoption of no optimization352
strategy. Year 2 018353

( )E © 2018 Global Journals VI.354
Conclusions and Future Work355
The vision of grid computing is to collaborating computer resources that are distributed. However, due to356

the dynamic nature and heterogeneity of these resources, seamless collaboration is hindered. Agents are well357
known for collaborating distributed resources due to their autonomous and proactive nature in building decisions358
without human intervention. In this paper, we proposed an agent-based Iterated Contractnet-protocol to deal359
with users’ QoS and providers satisfactions. We characterize users in terms of their preferences and switch them360
to the groups accordingly. A grouping strategy has been proposed for the federated grid, where grouping formed361
in terms of providers’ availability and users’ preferences. Our strategy enabled users to receive a stronger QoS362
without letting them waiting much. The less number of iterations and thus the less time consumption while363
negotiating between users and providers provided the justification of our approach. The adoption of such a364
group-based approach would produce less communication delay while dealing with thousands of users as well365
as providers. In addition, this would minimize execution uncertainty while ensuring better payoff and resource366
utilization by providers.367

In future, we would like to conduct our experiments in real grid scenarios such as Globus, Nimrod in order368
to test the real-time adaptability and feasibility of our work. Future work would also extend the characteristic369
functions to distinguish between users in order to maximize the number of delivering required QoSs. We further370
would like to experience the agent behavior in terms of dealing with distributed environment and adapting371
accordingly.
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1.1 PROCEDURE: ITERATED_CONTRACT_NET_PROTOCOL
1.2 begin
1.3 set job-settled false
1.4 set continue-iteration true
1.5 set number-of-iterations 1
1.6 begin
1.7 SUB-PROCEDURE: RECEIVE_cfpus
1.8 evaluate cfpus by At
1.9 call appropriate groups Gs
1.10 end
1.11 begin

Year
2
018

1.12 1.13
1.14 1.15
1.16

SUB-PROCEDURE: INTERACT_GROUP while (continue-
iteration = true) [ foreach cfp-list begin SUB-PROCEDURE:
EVALUATE_cfp_BY_G

1.17 if (job-settled = true)
1.18 [Remove the cfp from cfp-list]
1.19 end
1.20 else Don’t remove the cfp from cfp-list
1.21 call the corresponding Au for revising cfp
1.22 end
1.23 end
1.24 increment of number-of-iterations by 1
1.25 begin
1.26 SUB-PROCEDURE: EVALUATE_POTENTIAL_GROUP
1.27 if (length of potential-group = 0 or length of cfp-list = 0)
1.28 [set continue-iteration false]
1.29 end
1.30 end
1.31 ]

) 1.32 end
E 1.33 end
(
©
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Figure 5: Algorithm 1: Dealing Users with Group-based Iterated Contract Net Protocol
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User/provider-level parameter User-level-range Provider-level-range
Storage/diskspace (GB) 200-600 6000-

10000
Number of CPUs (MIPS per CPU) 10-30 800-850

Minimum Budget/demand ($) 500-1000 1-5 (/GB), 10-20 (/MIPS)
Maximum Budge($) 4000-5000 Not Considered Year

2
018

? ????
==

? ???????? ? ????????? (2)

)
Group-based approach Traditional approach ( E

0.8
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Figure 6: Number of interactions with providers
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